
ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS/NOTES:

RETRIDERM®  RETINOLS

AM     PM

RETRIDERM® SERUM MILD - 0.5% Retinol
Ideal for sensitive skin or first-time retinol users. Helps reduce 
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, and deliver firmer, 
smoother looking skin. 

Retriderm is Retinol (vitamin A) delivered in a protein-rich, oil-free, aqueous suspension allowing for 
maximum absorption, minimal irritation and visible results. Retriderm Serums help to: 
• Deliver softer, smoother skin
• Diminish the appearance of lines and wrinkles
• Provide the appearance of thicker, firmer, plumper looking skin 

Thoroughly cleanse your skin. Pat dry. Apply Retriderm Serum over affected area. 1-3 pumps 
should be sufficient depending on size of affected area. Allow the serum to absorb into your 
skin. Wait 3-5 minutes before applying any other products. Apply once or twice daily or as 
directed by your physician. If applied in the AM, apply sun protection of SPF 30 or higher after 
Retriderm® Serum has been completely absorbed.

RETRIDERM® SERUM PLUS - 0.75% Retinol
Ideal for those with more serious aging skin concerns or those 
looking to step up from Retriderm Mild. Helps restore skin’s 
radiance and provide the appearance of firmer and plumper skin. 

RETRIDERM® SERUM MAX - 1% Retinol
Ideal for extremely sun damaged skin, those who exhibit a high 
tolerance to retinoids, or for those looking to step up from Retriderm 
Plus or Mild. Formulated with the highest strength of retinol to provide 
maximum rejuvenation and to help restore radiance, luminosity and 
firmer looking skin. 

YOUR RECOMMENDED REGIMEN:
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Tensage® Growth Factor
Tensage features SCA Biorepair Technology, a special secretion from the Cryptomphalus 
aspersa snail, which contains growth factors combined with glycoproteins and antioxidants. 
Tensage is clinically proven to help improve the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, increase 
elasticity and enhance texture, tone and luminosity.1,2  Tensage has a complete line of products 
to help rejuvenate skin and reverse the visible signs of photo-damage. 
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Brighten
Brighten utilizes a multitude of brightening agents - all hydroquinone free - to help lighten, even 
skin tone and minimize the look of hyperpigmentation. Brighten has the most potent 
non-hydroquinone arsenal in the fight against uneven skin tone. 

PRESCRIBEDsolutions® [CUSTOMIZED SKINCARE] is a customizable product line that 
increases results by providing a simple, 3-step regimen of multi-tasking products with unique 
performance ingredients and added boosters for customization.

Ask your skin care provider about other product lines from Biopelle®

Exfoliate
The Exfoliate line features a unique and synergistic combination of AHAs plus Taurine. Taurine 
helps to calm the skin and, when combined with Glycolic Acid, enhances the exfoliation effect on 
fine lines and wrinkles as it decreases irritation often associated with Glycolic Acid.


